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Story

Here you go and thank you very much! These words can work magic

A flap book about good manners: Not everyone is perfect, but it is important to be considerate of each other.

The little fox Fuzzy is excited: the animals in the forest are having a party and there will be cake, presents

and a treasure hunt. Fuzzy has a sweet tooth and chows and chows, tears up his present, and would prefer

to keep the treasure for himself.

"Don't spill and make a mess," Ria Rabbit cautions.

And Sami Sparrow says, "You can't have it all to yourself."

The fox child begins to ponder. True, that wasn't nice at all.

But there's one thing that Fuzzy is particularly good at: listening! And all the other animals can learn

something from that, too.

• Charming story with important message for kindergarten: promoting social behavior

• Gender-neutral protagonist and lovable characters

• Extra-large flaps on every double page

• By successful picture book team Sandra Grimm and Sabine Kraushaar ("What's in your diaper?")
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Sandra Grimm was born in 1974 in Northern Germany. Already as a child she loved to invent stories and

owned a real washcloth dog that she took everywhere. Today she works at a small company where she still

invents her stories and writes about that dog and many other little animal friends.
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